We study d-dimensional ferromagnetic spherical models with power-law, J(R) 
I. INTRODUCTION
In Ref. 1 (to be referred to hereafter as I) the nature of the phase boundaries in the vicinity of a critical end point was considered. To be concrete, we may suppose that there is a transition of Ising-like character (n= 1), in which case two distinct phases P and y may coexist on a manifold p in a basic thermodynamic space of three field variables (T,g, h) ; see Figs. 1 and 2 of I. ' For an order parameter of symmetry O(n) with n~2, the ordered phase on p has a sense and may be denoted /3 (see I). In both cases h ( -= h~) is an ordering field for the transition, while g is a nonordering field; " the manifold p is thus a segment of the h=0 or (T,g) plane. For simplicity we will consider here only the situation which is fully symmetric under h~-h.
As T increases, we suppose that the phases /3 and y for n= 1 (or P for n~2) approach criticality on a A, line Ti"(g) (see I, Fig. 1 ), where they merge to form a disordered phase Py for n = 1 (or P+ for n~2). When a critical end point is present, the planar manifold p meets a phase boundary o. which demarcates a new, noncritical or spectator phase a, stable, say, at low g; see I, Fig. 2. The line of intersection between p and o. in the h=O plane r is a triple line on which all three phases a, /3, and y may coexist for n= 1 (or phases a and /3 for n~2).
The triple line~terminates where it meets the critical line A, at the critical end point [T, = T, (g, ) , g"h =0].
In I we addressed the question: What sort of singularities, if any, should be observed near the critical end point in the function g ( T, h), which specifies the phase boundary cr to the spectator phase o,? On the basis of phenomenological and thermodynamic considerations, we argued that g (T, h) should display characteristic nonanalyticities at the critical end point controlled by the bulk critical properties of the P, y, and /3y phases on the critical , 'Z -J-ti rh +Ago(T, h), (1.2) when h~0, with Y+ -=0, and where a, /3, and y are the (universal) critical exponents characterizing the X line.
The function b, go(T, h) contains nonsingular terms quadratic in t and h and singular terms of O(h 
3)
The first sum in (2.1) runs over all lattice-site pairs (i,j) The interaction energy J, "= J(R,") will be specified by its Fig. 5 , a multiple point Q appears in the (TD, h=o) plane beneath (T"D,). In the full (T,D, h) space this new point Q is actually a quadruple point at which four distinct phases meet, two magnetically ordered with m =+Mo, and two magnetically disordered with m = -0; in the n=1 analog one could have coexistence of the four phases a, P, and y, and I'y at Q. As p falls, the critical point C also moves to lower tempera- and z-hp with jo, ko)0. This confirms that C approaches the tricritical point when p~1 +. Figure 5 illustrates the special case in which T, = T, or t, =0. By (3.25) for e small but positive; this has the form (3.4) with c 1 = 1 2 ln 3 -0.4246 & co. On this locus one also has z -e and g, = k1e with k1 )0.
In Fig. 6 The singular part of the p-phase free energy in a small field then follows from (4.2) and can be written as Having established the circumstances in which a critical end point will exist, we wish to study the phase boundaries in its vicinity in greater detail. To that end we obtain, in this section, the behavior of the free energy of the p+ and p phases in the vicinity of the A, line T&(D). In the following section, the free energy of the disordered cx phase will be discussed; that will put us in a position to determine the phase boundary D ( T, h) and to check the predictions outlined in the Introduction.
It is convenient to measure the deviation from the critical line A, in the (T,D) plane in terms of t=g+m t (4.1) which vanishes on X. Now g vanishes on (and below) I,.
Thus we organize the free energy (3.10) and the associated constraint and minimization relations (3.7) and (3.8) in powers of g. By combining (3.8) and (3.10), and neglecting the additive analytic piece (3.9), the free energy be- Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the classical critical point C is separated from E (provided it does not lie at the tricritical location, as can happen only when d =do and p= 1). Consequently, the a-phase free energy will be an analytic function of t, g =g -g"and h, the deviations from the end point. This will be true wherever the a-phase free energy is defined and, in particular, will hold on (and some way beyond) the a-p phase boundary D (T, h). Since the p-phase free energy is also well defined everywhere near the A, -line parabola by (4.5), (4.9), and (4.10), etc. , the boundary itself may be obtained by equating free energies. But this is just the situation that was envisaged phenomenologically in I. 
